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Abstract We propose a novel method for automatic
detection and tracking of Object of Interest (OOI)
from actively acquired videos by non-calibrated cam-
eras. The proposed approach benefits from the object-
centered property of Active Video and facilitates self-
initialization in tracking. We first use a color-saliency
weighted Probability-of-Boundary (cPoB) map for key-
point filtering and salient region detection. Successive
Classif ication and Ref inement (SCR) is used for track-
ing between two consecutive frames. A strong classifier
trained on-the-fly by AdaBoost is utilized for key-
point classification and subsequent Linear Program-
ming solves a maximum similarity problem to reject
outliers. Experiments demonstrate the importance of
Active Video during the data collection phase and
confirm that our new approach can automatically de-
tect and reliably track OOI in videos.

Keywords Saliency detection · Feature matching ·
Visual attention · Tracking · Active video

1 Introduction

Multimedia is one of the most fascinating and fastest
growing areas in current entrainment, education, train-
ing, simulation, and research. Texts, pictures, anima-
tions, sounds, and videos are often seamlessly blended,
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resulting in dazzling and interactive presentations. Be-
fore the advent of computers, all these varied media
were difficult to put together. Computers enabled us to
combine them into applications so that they could be
efficiently stored or reused.

Various types of image and video processing soft-
ware are prevalent in our daily lives and attract the
attention of many Computer Vision (CV) researchers.
We benefit greatly from new and cutting-edge mul-
timedia applications. For example, Seam Carving [3],
an image resizing algorithm developed by Avidan and
Shamir, is now adopt by Adobe into their new re-
lease of PhotoShop. AutoCollage [30, 31] helps users
to construct a visually appealing collage from a col-
lection of input images. Microsoft Surface is another
emerging multimedia system, which uses cameras and
image recognition in the infrared spectrum to do the
recognition task.

Object detection and tracking is the key to many
efficient, accurate, and user friendly implementations
of machine vision applications. For example, object
detection and tracking techniques can be used in sur-
veillance [2, 35], transportation systems [24, 38], driver
assistance [1, 14], smart rooms [19, 39], or visual data
summarizing [25, 33]. However, due to the great com-
plexities such as pose, lighting, or clutter, and insur-
mountable amount of data that each digital image and
video carries, it remains a challenge to detect and track
objects accurately.

Object detection deals with detecting instances of
semantically meaningful objects of certain classes, such
as humans, buildings, or cars in digital images and
videos. Object detection is a relatively broad domain
in the CV literature and it attracts great interests in the
CV research community. Saliency Detection or Object
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of Interest (OOI) Detection in this paper is a specific
type of object detection based on the Human Visual
Attention (HVA) model [20, 21], which is inspired by
intelligent vision systems. Saliency is the distinct subjec-
tive perceptual quality which makes some items in the
scene stand out from their neighbors and immediately
grab our attention. It can appear in the form of color,
texture, shape and motion, for example. Human beings
have a remarkable ability to interpret complex scenes in
real time using intermediate and higher levels of visual
processes [36]. These vision processes appear to select
a subset of the available sensory information before
further processing for reducing the complexity of scene
analysis. This is known as “focus of attention” [29] in
the psychological literature.

Tracking is the process of locating one or more mov-
ing objects in video frames and yielding the location
of the moving objects. The main difficulty in video
tracking is to associate target locations in consecutive
frames, especially when objects are moving fast or
occluded by other visual targets. The goal of visual
object tracking is to repeatedly localize an object in
successive frames. Most object trackers search for the
target locally in new frames and they consist of several
key components: (1) an object representation, such as
an appearance model by color histogram [10] or bag of
samples for classification [2]; (2) a similarity measure
between the reference model and candidate targets,
such as Bhattacharya coefficient [13], Earth Mover’s
Distance [32]; and (3) a local mode-seeking method

for finding the most similar location in new frames,
such as the mean-shift [8, 12] or Lucas-Kanade algo-
rithm [4].

In order to find “meaningful” features [23], or to
represent useful and reliable contexts, we develop
a color-saliency weighted Probability-of-Boundary
(cPoB) confidence map [18] which combines color
and edge cues. To tackle the detection and tracking
problem, we formulate the task as a self-initialization
and learning problem in Active Video. we propose
Successive Classif ication and Ref inement (SCR) [17]
for automatic detecting and tracking OOI in Active
Video. Our image processing methods that employ
color difference, edge information, and motion cues in
visual data are bottom-up and data driven. Meanwhile,
the applications of the HVA model and Machine
Learning techniques in tracking are considered top-
down and model based CV processes. We combine
the bottom-up and top-down vision procedures in our
research to extract and track OOI from images and
videos. An overall picture of proposed algorithm is
shown in Fig. 1.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section
2 introduces Saliency Context analysis in Active Video
using cPoB to detect OOI automatically. We describe
our SCR tracking algorithm in Section 3. Results and
comparison between our algorithm and existing ones
will be reported in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the
paper and we outline the potential future work in
Section 6.

Figure 1 Illustration of
automatic detection of OOI
and tracking algorithm. The
first several frames from the
very beginning of each video
clip are used for OOI
detection and the following
frames are served for
tracking.
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2 Saliency Context

Kadir and Brady [23] summarized visual saliency
with three characteristics: (1) distinct geometric fea-
tures, (2) rarity, and (3) local signal complexity (or
unpredictability)—this is to argue that saliency can be
more reliably detected locally, similar to the “pop-
out” features [22] that are observed in the pre-attentive
stage. However, it is known that the context informa-
tion is vital in the subsequent attentive stage. We will
explore the following descriptions for saliency context
in video analysis.

2.1 Active Video

In general, videos can be classified into two types: pas-
sive video and active video. A video produced by a static
surveillance camera is a good example of the former
where the camera’s function is to passively record all
objects passing by in front of it and the background.
However, videos generated by an active vision system,
such as our eyes, will not look like that. Digital videos
taken by human operators are more purposive—aimed
to depict interesting features of the OOI and capture
their actions. Typical examples will be filming, pro-
fessional video cameramen covering sporting events,

or an amateur shooting at a tourist scene. As intro-
duced by Lu and Li in [26], this type of videos can
be characterized as Active Video. They are very much
object-centered and often exhibit prominent catching
and holding behaviors of the video camera operators.
In order to catch the OOI, it is common for the oper-
ator to initiate pan/tilt camera movements. The move-
ment can be rapid that resembles the saccadic human
eye movements [7]. Afterwards, the camera stays still
(holding) so later the viewers will have opportunity to
examine the details of the OOI. When dealing with
moving objects, smooth (usually not so rapid) pan/tilt
movements are used for smooth pursuit. It should be
apparent that Active Video is object-based and full of
actions.

Figure 2 shows the most common camera motions in
the traditional filming terminology.

(1) Panning and tilting. A pan is a horizontal camera
movement in which the camera rotates left or
right about a central axis. The panning movement
usually has a definite direction and a start and end
point. In Active Video, panning is used to initially
catch the OOI. If the object is moving, it can
be used to follow the moving OOI, i.e., smooth
pursuit. In film making, a pan usually begins and

Figure 2 Different types of
camera motions: a pan/tilt, b
dolly, c track, and d revolve.

(b)(a)

(d)(c)
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ends with a few seconds of still picture to give
greater impact. The speed of a pan across a subject
creates a particular mood as well as establishing
the viewer’s relationship with the subject. A tilt is
a vertical camera movement in which the camera
points up or down from a stationary location.
Tilting can often be used in combination with
panning. It is not used as frequently as panning
because humans tend to look left and right more
than we do up and down.

(2) Dollying and tracking.1 A dolly is a cart which
travels along tracks. The camera is mounted on
the dolly and records the shot as it moves. The
term track shot is widely considered to be syn-
onymous with dolly shot. However, some profes-
sionals prefer the more rigid terminology which
defines dolly as in-and-out camera movement,
whereas track is the camera movement parallel to
object movement in order to keep the OOI in the
central area of the picture.

(3) Revolving. The camera moves around the OOI
to capture multiple views of it from different an-
gles. This is usually adopted when the OOI is
static and after the catching and holding cycle has
completed. A typical example will be a tourist
attempting to capture more details of a sculpture
from multiple views.

Different camera motions are utilized in Active
Video to convey or emphasize certain OOI. They pro-
vide useful cues for video segmentation, i.e., dividing
a long video into shorter shots. After this is achieved,
the object-centered property of these videos can further
facilitate OOI tracking which will be shown in detail in
Section 3.

2.2 Saliency Map and Keypoint Filtering

Human beings have a remarkable ability to interpret
complex scenes in real time. The vision processes ap-
pear to select a subset of the available information
for reducing complexity before further processing. This
pre-process step helps in extracting the saliency regions
from an unknown background and is extremely fast. Al-
though it is still an open question how humans achieve
this, detecting saliency based on some existing prob-
abilistic models trained by certain machine learning
techniques would not be the answer. For example, if a

1The term “tracking” here refers to one of the traditional camera
motions in filming, whereas in other parts of this paper it refers
to the action of following moving OOI as it is generally used in
Computer Vision literatures.

cat is considered the OOI in one image, a correspond-
ing cat model could be trained so that we can detect it.
This raises a question: What if we have a cat, a person,
and a car in the same image? Are we going to use
three different models to check the image separately
and output the salient region? Facing unpredictable
and innumerable categories of visual objects appearing
in photos and videos, a general purpose saliency region
detection system is required. The saliency region detec-
tion task, different from object detection and localiza-
tion, attempts to imitate the human visual system for
locating interest regions in images. It can be considered
as a pre-process and complexity reduction step for more
complex vision tasks.

As the basis of our proposed saliency detection
algorithm, color difference, edge responses, and key
feature points, or keypoints for short in our paper, play
a central role. This algorithm involves using a number
of keypoints to create a support region for the area of
interest. We know that for each image, depending on its
size, we may find more than one thousand keypoints.
This is because new digital cameras tend to generate
(very) high resolution images. The key question is how
to select the representative keypoints while discarding
all irrelevant keypoints. To tackle this problem, a new
saliency map, color-saliency weighted Probability-of-
Boundary (cPoB) confidence map is deployed. Our
cPoB is built based on two types of features: (1) Color
difference is used as an important cue for saliency
detection. If the color of the object is significantly
different from its surroundings, i.e., the background, we
can get a response, representing the object, in our cPoB
map. (2) Edge information is another cue for saliency
detection because it represents the boundary of an
object. We extract local features from each image and
with the help of boundary information, we can focus
more on keypoints that are on the contour of the object
only. Notice that our cPoB is used for extracted SURF
(Speeded Up Robust Features) [6] keypoint filtering,
another emerging local feature descriptor for feature
selection. The cPoB is not used directly to determine
the interest region since the filtering step is used for
selecting SURF keypoints that are located at the high
response areas of our cPoB. Remaining collection of
SURF keypoints is the final support region that we
need.

For color saliency map, we want to find the most
promising color features that best discriminate object
classes from background ones as in [11]. Let I be an
image indexed by the location vector l ∈ L ⊂ �2. We
define two windows: a neighborhood W+1

l denoted as
the inner window, and a surrounding window W−1

l
denoted as the outer window. The union of the two
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windows is denoted as the total window, Wl = W−1
l ∪

W+1
l . Figure 3a shows an example. Let y be the vector

of feature responses, e.g., in the color space, at location
l ∈ L. We intend to label every pixel, positioned at
location l, within the area of interest with probability
density p(y| + 1) of being label C(l) = +1, and prob-
ability density p(y| − 1) of being label C(l) = −1. We
hope that pixels inside the inner window would have
higher probabilities p(y| + 1) than p(y| − 1) and vice
versa. Our feature pool y is of three channels of RGB
pixel values. We use histograms of raw pixel values
within this local area Wl for appearance representation.
This is computed efficiently by integral images [37] and
distributive histogram [34]. We normalize them to get
probability density functions (pdfs). In our work, we
discretized raw RGB values, ranging from 0 to 255,
into 100 buckets. This discretization is performed for
efficiency. Those pdfs are quantified by the mutual
information [9] between features Y and class label C
over three scales.

S(l) = Il(Y; C) =
∑

c

∫
p(y, c)log

p(y, c)
p(y)p(c)

dy (1)

which can also be written as

S(l) =
∑

c

p(c)KL(p(y|c)||p(y)) (2)

where KL(p(y|c)||p(y)) represents the Kullback–
Leibler (KL) divergence [27]. In information theory,
the mutual information of two random variables is a
quantity that measures the mutual dependence of the
two variables. Hence, a large S(l) implies that the inner
and outer windows have a large difference of feature
responses, i.e., large local feature contrast [27]. We mul-
tiply the color saliency maps found in each scale, similar
to the binary OR operation, to capture the maximum
responses from every level. Figure 3b shows an example
of color saliency map. The procedure is summarized in
Algorithm 1.

We adopt the Probability-of-Boundary (PoB) oper-
ator proposed in [28] which combines local brightness
gradient (BG), color gradient (CG) and texture gradi-
ent (TG). PoB has been shown to outperform gradient-
based approaches at boundary detection because a
classifier is trained [28] using human labeled images as
ground truth to combine the local feature information
in an optimal way. The output of this classifier provides
the posterior probability of a boundary at each image
location and orientation.

In our experiments, we use BG and TG for detect-
ing soft edges in one image because color information
will be combined later via color saliency map. Subse-
quently, the boundary contrast map, shown in Fig. 3c,

Figure 3 a An example of
inner, outer, and total
window. b Using different
color distributions to get
color saliency map. c The soft
boundaries detected by
Probability-of-Boundary
(PoB) operator. d Combining
color saliency map and edge
map for cPoB confidence
map.

)b()a(

)d()c(
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Figure 4 a One simple
example shows the
effectiveness of our color
saliency map. b Color
saliency response at scan line
108, c soft edge map, d cPoB
confidence map. All results
are shown in heat map, i.e.,
color indicates the intensity
of responses. Blue means a
low or no response while red
indicates a high value.

)b()a(

)d()c(

is weighted by color saliency map for cPoB confidence
map, in Fig. 3d, which enables us to filter keypoints to
select more important ones. The combination method
used here is pixel by pixel multiplication between two
maps. The intuition behind it is that some irrelevant
or even unnecessary edges responses detected by PoB
should be down weighted.

In Fig. 4, we demonstrate a simple example to show
the effectiveness of our color saliency map. Provided
the orange square as the OOI in Fig. 4a while two
line segments as distracters, PoB will detect the edge
of the square as well as two line segments as shown in
Fig. 4c. However, the responses from the line segments
are unnecessary, and sometimes it is even harmful for
keypoint filtering because keypoints detected on the
line segments would be included in our support region.
By multiplying the color saliency map, the final cPoB
is shown in Fig. 4d. Responses on two line segments
are suppressed and edge responses from the object
stand out.

3 Object Tracking

Automatic OOI detection and tracking in actively ac-
quired videos are two problems considered in this sec-
tion. Objects as well as background may contain certain
appearance changes which makes it difficult to deter-
mine OOI by motion cues only. In addition, as intro-
duced in Section 2.1, actively acquired videos, or Active
Video, may contain one or several different types of
camera movements. Thus, we deploy the OOI detec-
tion algorithm discussed in Section 2.2. The proposed
method offers two advantages. (1) The system can de-
termine OOI by itself, i.e., self-initialization, and track
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it in successive frames. This is one significant difference
between other existing tracking methods like [2, 11]
which need initial user interaction in the first (several)
frame(s). (2) The appearance change in OOI is cap-
tured by the Successive Classification and Refinement
(SCR) procedure because classification and matching is
performed over the whole video sequence.

3.1 Self Initialization

We refer most of the existing tracking systems that
require human assistance in initial labeling as human-
aided trackers. Such kind of trackers have been well
studied. Major research interests are focusing on how
to develop a more robust algorithm to tackle the prob-
lems, such as color/shape change, occlusion, or unde-
sired noises. However, in the self-initialization part, we
mainly focus our attention in the first several frames
of video. How to detect OOI and initialize tracking
automatically? For static cameras, background sub-
traction algorithm [41] gives us satisfactory results in
extracting moving objects. However, the result will be
quite different for a moving camera. Both foreground
and background objects possess certain movements in
the resulting video frames. The background subtraction
algorithms may not help and it is very likely to create
noisy responses.

Borrowing the idea from Section 2.2, OOIs should be
within or form a color salient region to capture human
attentions. We use a group of SURF keypoints as our
OOI representation. The major problem is how to dis-
tinguish the foreground keypoints from the background
ones. Here, the important object-centered property of
Active Video reviewed in Section 2.1 plays a central
role. OOI is caught by the video camera operators
by prominent catching and holding behaviors. A data
collection procedure is deployed throughout the whole
video sequence. The data collection step is done some-
what differently in the initial frames and the tracking
frames.

During the initial frames, foreground and back-
ground keypoints are distinguished only by the cPoB
confidence map. It is observed that the cPoB results
are quite noisy. However, we are still able to hypoth-
esize that most of the select ones belonging to OOI
because of the object-centered property. We train a
“strong classifier” based on the keypoints collected
in the initial stage and use it for classification during
the tracking. The data collection procedure continues
operating while throwing away obsolete keypoints to
capture changes in object appearance. During tracking,
we have one more tool to tell the foreground keypoints
from background ones. Linear Programming (LP) is

used to find maximum similarities between two sets
of keypoints from consecutive frames. This can be
consider as an outlier rejection process. Therefore, we
coined the acronym SCR for Successive Classif ication
and Ref inement and it will be discussed in detail in the
following section.

3.2 Successive Classification and Refinement (SCR)

Objects in videos often follow a smooth trajectory,
which is usually referred to as the temporal smoothness
property. In particular, the object-centered property
of Active Video makes the trajectory even smoother.
In the phase of holding or smooth pursuit, the OOI
actually tends to show little motion, staying at the
center of the video frame. This is an important and
useful property in that keypoints from the background
will appear and disappear because of the background
change caused by changing occlusion and/or camera
movements. However, keypoints from the object tend
to be more stable. Similar to the Earth Mover’s Dis-
tance (EMD) [32], we formulate the keypoints match-
ing between two consecutive frames as an LP problem.

Given two consecutive frames I1 and I2, let P =
{p1, . . . , pm} and Q = {q1, . . . , qn} be the collection of
keypoints extracted from I1 and I2, respectively; and
K = [kij] be the similarity matrix where kij is the sim-
ilarity between keypoints pi and qj with χ2 distance
measurement. We define their maximum keypoint sim-
ilarity as follows.

S(P, Q) = max
α

∑

i, j

αijkij (3)

s.t. ∀i, j,
∑

i

αij ≤ 1,
∑

j

αij ≤ 1, 0 ≤ αij ≤ 1.

where αij ∈ α denotes the flow value between keypoint
pi and qj indicating how likely they can be matched
so that S(P, Q) is maximized. LP approach presents a
general framework for global optimization. Even when
the number of keypoints to be matched is large, LP can
still be solved in polynomial time.

When we get the matched pair of keypoints between
two frames by LP, it is very likely that some false
matching has occurred and background keypoints are
also included. Displacement clustering is designed to
reject false matching. For the matched keypoints, we
calculate the displacement in x and y directions for
each pair. This displacement information helps us to
cluster keypoints into two groups. One group is the
keypoints which possess similar displacement for OOI
and another group is the outliers which is caused by
false matching. We want to keep the former group and
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Figure 5 Demonstration of LP soft matching between two
frames. Matching results are shown in red and green lines. Red
lines indicate the larger group of keypoint pairs that we want to
keep and green ones show the false matching. In our experiments,

we use K-means as our clustering algorithm. Notice that all
keypoints shown here are filtered ones, which is discussed in
Section 2.2.

eliminate the latter. Figure 5 shows one example. Red
lines indicate the larger group of keypoint pairs that we
want to keep and green ones show the false matching.

After keypoints are filtered by cPoB and matched
to the next frame via LP, we consider that the support
region created by remaining ones approximates the
position of OOI in each frame, shown in Fig. 6a. A
convex hull is found from them using [5] (Fig. 6b).
Candidate keypoints within the polygonal region are

assumed to belong to the object (positive examples),
while others are assumed to belong to the background
(negative examples).

Tracking is now treated as a binary classification
problem as is also addressed by Avidan [2] and
Comaniciu [13]. The strong classifier, calculated using
AdaBoost, short for “Adaptive Boosting” [15], is then
used to classify the keypoints in the next frame. Boost-
ing can give good results even if the weak classifiers

)b()a(

Figure 6 a Red candidate keypoints are used to approximate the position of OOI in each frame. b A convex hull, in yellow, is found
and all inside keypoints are labeled as positive examples (red ones) while others are negative examples (green ones).
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have a performance that is only slightly better than
random. In our experiments, we use Real AdaBoost
from GML AdaBoost MATLAB Toolbox,2 which uses
a classification tree as a weak learner. The details of the
Automatic OOI Detection and Tracking algorithm are
given in Algorithm 2.

Intuitively, this automatic OOI detection and track-
ing algorithm works in two phases. (1) The OOI detec-
tion or self-data collection step is performed at the very
beginning of each video shot for n frames, e.g., first 30
frames. In this step, OOI candidate keypoints are se-
lected using the cPoB confidence map from each frame

2We use the MATLAB code from http://research.graphicon.ru/
machine-learning/gml-adaboost-matlab-toolbox.html.

and collected into a positive keypoint pool. Meanwhile,
all other keypoints are considered as negative and kept
in a negative pool. (2) After the first n frames, we pro-
ceed with the SCR step. In the successive classification
phase, a strong classifier is trained using AdaBoost by
the positive and negative datasets and it is used in the
subsequent classification step. Refinement is finished
using LP feature matching to maximize the similarity
between two sets of keypoints. In order to capture
the appearance change of OOI, we continue collecting
positive and negative datasets while throwing away
obsolete ones. For a larger amount of m frames, e.g.,
after 150 frames, a new strong classifier is trained again
for later use.

3.3 Global Motion Compensation

Global Motion (GM) compensation [16] is another
useful tool for foreground and background keypoints
selection. When smooth pursuit is undertaken by the
operator, the OOI is centered in Active Video and tends
to not move. This will result in (very) small magnitudes
of motion vectors. However, motion vectors belonging
to the background are different from OOI and their
magnitudes are relatively large. We use a relatively
new diamond search algorithm proposed in [40] for fast
block-matching motion estimation. The global motion
compensation is performed for cleaning remaining key-
points which are moving along the same direction of the
global motion vector. That is, the reverse direction of
the global motion vector is added to all motion vectors
and only keypoints with high magnitude of motion
vectors are kept.

4 Experimental Results

We tested our algorithm on three video clips which
contain one or several different types of camera move-
ments as described in Section 2.1. Video sequences are
from car racing and sports games with well defined
OOIs, and they range from 10 to 20 s in length. Each
video is at 25 frames per second and the frames have
visible compression artifacts. For all the video clips, first
25 frames, i.e., 1 s, are used for self-initialization. The
training interval is set to 125 frames, that is, every 5 s to
do AdaBoost again for a new strong classifier.

4.1 General Performance

Car sequence In this clip, one white car is detected
and tracked with a dynamic moving background. This
low quality video contains 428 frames and are of the

http://research.graphicon.ru/machine-learning/gml-adaboost-matlab-toolbox.html
http://research.graphicon.ru/machine-learning/gml-adaboost-matlab-toolbox.html
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resolution 352 × 288. Subject being tracked has scale
change, shot cut, and partial occlusion. Tracking results
are shown in the top row of Fig. 7. From the result we
can see that our proposed algorithm can handle view
point and scale changes pretty well. The reason is that
we focus on the group of keypoints belonging to OOI
in our algorithm and the distribution of them will vary
naturally according to the view point or scale change of
the subject. Also, with the help of the strong classifier

trained via AdaBoost, our algorithm is robust to shot
cut and occlusion. It can re-detect and locate the subject
again.

Skate sequence This is a higher resolution clip, 720 ×
240, with about 200 frames. Same as the “car” sequence,
only one subject is detected and tracked in this clip.
However, one of the noticeable differences is that the
athlete we tracked is rich in motions and shape changes.

Frame 26

Frame 126 Frame 200 Frame 204 Frame 403

Frame 46 Frame 66 Frame 86 Frame 106

Frame 126

(a)
Frame 26 Frame 66 Frame 106

Frame 146 Frame 186

Frame 46 Frame 86

Frame 126 Frame 166 Frame 176

(b)
Frame 26 Frame 66 Frame 106

Frame 146 Frame 186

Frame 46 Frame 86

Frame 126 Frame 166 Frame 206

(c)

Figure 7 Tracking results for a “car”, b “skate”, and c “soccer” video clips. For each frame, a probability map is shown overlaying on
it which shows the position of the OOI.
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Frame 26 Frame 66 Frame 106 Frame 146 Frame 186

Figure 8 Comparative tracking results for “skate” sequence by our proposed algorithm (top row), without cPoB keypoints filtering
(middle row), and without keypoints classification (bottom row).

Moreover, the audience section as the background
causes an additional problem because corners or T-
junctions are captured by the SURF keypoints detector
as well. To tackle this problem, cPoB is very useful
to filter out those useless keypoints because audience
section is relatively textureless comparing to the fore-
ground, i.e., the athlete on the ice. Sample results are
shown in the middle row of Fig. 7.

Soccer sequence The cameraman did the OOI “track-
ing” in this clip. It has about three hundred 720 × 480
frames. This video contains multiple OOIs, i.e., the
players, although it is a very simple case because all
objects are actually moving in more or less the same di-
rection. Our algorithm can detect and track meaningful
OOIs successfully, shown in the bottom row of Fig. 7. In

general, tracking multiple objects in Active Video will
involve more sophisticated mechanisms. While humans
will likely focus our attention to where the ball or the
key player is, we do have our peripheral vision that
enables the coverage of a large visual field, and alerts us
when a shift of attention is needed, e.g., when the ball is
passed from one player to the other. To emulate these
in a machine vision system, more advanced algorithms
will need to be developed.

4.2 Comparisons

Based on the above discussions, we can see that cPoB
confidence map for keypoint filtering and keypoint
classification by the strong classifier are the two impor-
tant steps in our algorithm. Indeed, they are useful and

Frame 29 Frame 37 Frame 73 Frame 75Frame 48 Frame 53

Figure 9 Comparative tracking results for “skate” sequence by keypoint filtering and classification only (top row), and with additional
global motion cleaning (bottom row).
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Frame 26 Frame 36 Frame 126 Frame 206Frame 46 Frame 56

Figure 10 Comparative tracking results for “car” sequence by
our proposed algorithm (top row) and online feature selection
(OFS) tracker [11] (bottom row). For frame 26, our algorithm

automatically detects OOI and starts tracking, while in the bot-
tom row the red rectangle is labeled by user as the input for OFS
tracker.

crucial which can be verified from the following two
experiments.

Importance of cPoB keypoint f iltering cPoB is used
in our algorithm for giving confidence score to each
keypoint belonging to OOI or background. When this
step is removed, the only way to tell whether a key-
point is filtered out or not is by LP soft matching.
Those matched keypoints are selected and the polyg-
onal region is found based on them. This will introduce
some problems because the background keypoints will
also be “correctly” matched between two consecutive
frames. In the data collection phase, our algorithm will
collect keypoints from OOI as well as those from the
background, which results in misclassification. We can
see from the middle row of Fig. 8 where background
has higher responses than foreground OOI.

Ef fectiveness of keypoint classif ication We get better
results than those without cPoB, however, some false
responses are also generated from the background as
shown in the bottom row of Fig. 8. This is because color
difference or edge information will give a high response
in our cPoB confidence map. Keypoints will not be
filtered out by cPoB as long as they possess either or
both properties. It is the strong classifier trained using
AdaBoost that tells us if it is an OOI keypoint or not.
Without classification, background keypoints pop up.

Feasibility of GM keypoint cleaning In the “skate”
video sequence, the advertisement around the play-
ground pops up sometimes as shown in the top row
of Fig. 9. The reason is that advertisement is usually
rich in color and have strong edges. Our cPoB will not
filter out those keypoints due to high response in the
confidence map. By using the Global Motion keypoint
cleaning, we keep keypoints with high magnitude of

motion vectors. Results are shown in the bottom row
of Fig. 9.

In addition, we compare our results on “car” se-
quence to the Online Feature Selection (OFS) tracker3

by Collins and Liu [11]. OOI is labeled by user at frame
26 because our tracker also starts to track at that time
after the first 25 frames for data collection and learning.
Sample results are shown in Fig. 10. We can see that
after tracking for about 20 frames, OFS starts to drift
away from the OOI because the change in scale of
OOI will introduce more background pixels to the inner
window (red rectangle). This contaminates the fore-
ground color histogram with background pixel values
and reduces the discriminability of the two-classes vari-
ance ratio measurement. Besides, OFS cannot handle
sudden frame changes caused by the shot cut.

5 Conclusion

We proposed an automatic object of interest (OOI)
detection and tracking algorithm. Unlike most exist-
ing tracking algorithms, this method requires no initial
user labeling and it is able to detect moving sub-
jects automatically. The only constraint is that in the
data collection procedure, OOIs should be the ma-
jor part within the first several frames. In Active
Video, this is usually achieved after the initial catch-
ing and during the subsequent holding actions. In
this paper, We introduced a color-saliency weighted
Probability-of-Boundary (cPoB) map for salient region
detection and Successive Classif ication and Ref inement
(SCR) for tracking. Keypoints classification is done by

3We implement Online Feature Selection (OFS) tracker in
MATLAB.
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training a strong classifier using AdaBoost. The tem-
poral smoothness property of the videos helps Linear
Programming to reject outliers. We tested our algo-
rithm on three actively acquired videos and performed
comparative experiments in Section 4.2. Experiments
confirm that the proposed scheme can automatically
detect and reliably track OOIs in Active Video.

6 Future Work

In addition to the tracking algorithm, one interesting
question we may ask is whether our cPoB and SCR can
be applied to the following new problems.

(1) Image thumbnail. “Thumbnail” is the term used to
describe a miniature version of a picture. We use
image thumbnails everyday in modern operating
systems. However, current image thumbnails are
only a scaled down version of larger images. Many
important details are lost during the procedure.
This is a well defined problem and a popular
topic in multimedia research. Our cPoB is capable
of finding OOI within an image, which can be
considered as a preliminary step of image thumb-
tacking.

(2) Video summarization. Video summarization is
a method for removing irrelevant frames from
a video and outputting a smaller number of
frames containing the OOI. In our SCR, the self-
initialized OOI can be reliably tracked throughout
the video and it is robust to viewpoint changes and
OOI scaling. The object model built in the first
several frames are useful in the successive track-
ing. Is the model effective in extracting relevant
frames in the whole video? This can be another
interesting topic for future exploration.
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